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Abstract

Background: Tumor cell fusion with motile bone marrow-derived cells (BMDCs) has long been posited as a mechanism for
cancer metastasis. While there is much support for this from cell culture and animal studies, it has yet to be confirmed in
human cancer, as tumor and marrow-derived cells from the same patient cannot be easily distinguished genetically.

Methods: We carried out genotyping of a metastatic melanoma to the brain that arose following allogeneic bone-marrow
transplantation (BMT), using forensic short tandem repeat (STR) length-polymorphisms to distinguish donor and patient
genomes. Tumor cells were isolated free of leucocytes by laser microdissection, and tumor and pre-transplant blood
lymphocyte DNAs were analyzed for donor and patient alleles at 14 autosomal STR loci and the sex chromosomes.

Results: All alleles in the donor and patient pre-BMT lymphocytes were found in tumor cells. The alleles showed
disproportionate relative abundances in similar patterns throughout the tumor, indicating the tumor was initiated by a
clonal fusion event.

Conclusions: Our results strongly support fusion between a BMDC and a tumor cell playing a role in the origin of this
metastasis. Depending on the frequency of such events, the findings could have important implications for understanding
the generation of metastases, including the origins of tumor initiating cells and the cancer epigenome.
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Introduction

Tumor cell fusion with motile leucocytes such as myeloid

lineage cells or stem cells has been put forward as a unifying

explanation for metastasis [1–4]. More than a century ago Aichel

proposed that cancer might result from fusion between motile

leucocytes and other somatic cells, with the qualitative differences

between chromosomes causing the hybrid to be ‘‘thrown out of the

path of the mother cells to form what has come to be known as a

malignant cell’’ [5]. Cancer cell fusion was first detected when

human glioblastoma cells were implanted into hamsters and

metastases developed with a human-hamster karyotype [6]. This

was followed by reports from many laboratories of cancer cell

fusion in culture and mice [1–3]. More recently, when poorly

metastatic Cloudman S91 mouse melanoma cells were fused with

normal mouse or human macrophages in culture, hybrids

implanted in mice showed high rates of metastasis with decreased

survival times of the hosts compared to those of the control

melanoma cells used as fusion partners [7]. Metastatic hybrids

were highly pigmented, characteristic of the melanocyte lineage,

and also expressed numerous myeloid lineage traits such as

enhanced chemotactic motility, autophagy and macrophage-like

glycosylation patterns [8–10]. When human macrophages were

used as fusion partners with mouse melanoma cells, hybrids

expressed both human and mouse SPARC genes, indicating that

the epigenomes of both fusion partners were activated [11].

Similarly, when fluorescent-labeled mouse bone marrow-derived

cells were introduced through parabiosis into mice with intestinal

tumors, macrophage-cancer cell hybrids formed that expressed
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transcriptomes characteristic of both parental fusion partners [12].

Likewise, implantation of human glioblastoma or Hodgkins

lymphoma cells into hamster cheeks resulted in metastatic

human-hamster hybrids with co-expression of human and hamster

genes [13–14]. Thus, mouse-mouse, human-mouse, and human-

hamster hybrids all co-expressed cancer cell and normal cell genes

and showed enhanced metastatic capabilities. In other studies,

fusion of cancer cells with BMDC’s in culture induced aneuploidy,

drug resistance, increased invasiveness and tumor heterogeneity

[15–20]. In human melanomas, ‘‘stealth’’ melanoma cells were

detected in lymph node metastases that showed properties

consistent with being fusion hybrids [21]. Circulating tumor cells

captured from the blood of patients with melanoma, pancreatic

and colorectal cancers co-expressed carcinoma and leucocytic

markers suggesting BMDC-tumor cell fusion [22].

However, fusion and genomic hybridization have yet to be

proven on a genetic basis in human cancer, since genomic

differences between cells from the same patient cannot be readily

distinguished. To circumvent this problem we have analyzed

secondary malignancies arising post allogeneic bone marrow

transplants (BMT). In two previous reports we demonstrated

donor alleles in patient cancer cells, but there was no provision to

identify patient alleles and fusion could thus not be proven [23–

24]. Here we used STR length-polymorphisms and forensic

genetic techniques to analyze genomic DNA in a melanoma brain

metastasis from a patient who had previously received a BMT

from his brother. The results demonstrate the presence of donor

and patient alleles in cancer cells throughout the tumor, indicating

that a BMDC-cancer cell fusion event had initiated the generation

of this tumor. Pathology analyses and mathematical modeling of

allelic patterns supported this conclusion.

Methods

Ethics statement
All samples used in this study were preexisting and de-identified

before being received by the Yale research team. Exemption was

granted under Yale IRB protocol #070900309 (JP and RL) from

the Yale University Human Research Protection Program,

Institutional Review Board.

Source of tissues
The patient was a 68-year-old man who received an allogeneic

BMT from his brother for treatment of B-cell lymphoma. His last

engraftment/chimerism profile was Recipient 3%; Donor 97%.

Six years later the patient was diagnosed with metastatic

melanoma involving lymph nodes, liver and brain, derived from

an unknown primary tumor. We analyzed a brain metastasis

(designated ‘‘MH3’’) consisting of a 0.560.260.3 cm formalin-

fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue. The tumor was surgically

removed, fixed in formalin, and embedded in paraffin by standard

histological procedures. Pre-transplant donor and patient lympho-

cytes were stored at 290uC in the Yale-New Haven Hospital Stem

Cell Bank and retrieved after the tumor analyses were completed.

Laser Microdissection
Handling and processing of tissue samples was carried out using

ultraclean, DNA-free equipment. Five m-thick histological sections

were cut and immunostained for LCA/CD45 (clone 2B11+PD7/

26, Dako, catalog N1514) using an autostainer (DAKO,

Carpinteria, CA) at the Yale Dermatopathology Laboratories.

The antibody was tested for staining efficiency as described in File

S1. Tumor cells were microdissected free of LCA/CD45-positive

cells from 9 tumor regions using an Arcturus XT laser dissection

microscope system. Each sample consisted of dissected tumor cells

pooled from one or more areas of the same section.

DNA extraction
DNA extraction and STR analyses were by the Denver Police

Department Crime Laboratory DNA Unit using standard forensic

operating and valided procedures [25]. Samples were collected

into GeneAmp thin-walled reaction tubes (0.5 ml; Applied

Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Lymphocyte DNA was extracted

on the BioRobot EZ1 platform with the EZ1 DNA Investigator kit

trace DNA protocol (Qiagen in USA). Total human and male

DNA were assessed with the Quantifiler Duo DNA Quantification

Kit (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Two DNA

extraction procedures were used. For tumor samples 1–4, DNA

was extracted using the 5% Chelex with proteinase K procedure

[26]. For samples 5–9, DNA was extracted using the RecoverAll

Total Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit for FFPE Tissues (Applied

Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA), which improved the DNA yield

approximately 5-fold (not shown). The number of tumor cells

microdissected per sample was automatically recorded by the

Arcturus XT system.

PCR amplification
PCR was performed with the AmpFlSTR Identifiler PCR

Amplification Kit (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Generally, 1 ng of total DNA was targeted in each PCR

amplification. In samples with less DNA (,0.1 ng/ml), samples

were concentrated 5–20 fold using a Microcon centrifugal filter

(Ultracel Ym-100, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA).

Forensic genetic analyses of STR loci
Each STR locus was selected to be neutral with respect to other

genetic linkage or associations with either Mendelian or non-

Mendelian disorders. The loci were polymorphic and exhibited

acceptable levels of heterozygosity, typically 70% or higher. They

could be assayed together as a PCR multiplex and were robust for

degraded DNA [25]. Genotyping of PCR products and interpre-

tation of Short Tandem Repeat-STR alleles were performed using

capillary electrophoresis on an ABI Prism 3130 Genetic Analyzer

with GeneMapper ID Software version 3.2 (Applied Biosystems,

Carlsbad, CA, USA). X and Y chromosomes were detected using

the amelogenin assay concurrent with the autosomal STR analyses

[25]. Qualitative and quantitative signal-to-noise thresholds were

determined with the ABI Identifiler Kit. All peaks .50 relative

fluorescence units were scored as true alleles based on a) height

and b) peak morphology [25].

Allelic stutter
Allele signal peaks may overlap technical ‘‘stutter’’ positions

from other alleles. Validation studies have established interpreta-

tion guidelines for forensic markers to distinguish true allele signals

from stutter for any given allele at any locus [27–28]. All allele

calls deemed significant in this study conformed to these guidelines

and were not stutter overlaps.

Statistical Modeling and Analysis
Bayesian statistical models of fusion and donor cell contamina-

tion were fitted and compared using Markov chain Monte Carlo

methods [29] implemented using JAGS [30] and R [31] software

as described in File S2.

BMDC-Cancer Cell Fusion in a Human Melanoma
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Results

Pathology analyses
We performed extensive pathology analyses to ensure that laser

dissected tumor samples were not contaminated by infiltrating

donor leukocytes. To detect leucocytes we used an antibody to

leucocyte common antigen (LCA/CD45), expressed on the surface

of mature leukocytes and hemopoietic progenitor cells. In positive

control experiments the antibody showed .99% staining efficien-

cy against test cases of dermatitis and lymphoma (Figs. S1 and S2,

Table S1 in File S1).

Staining of the MH3 melanoma for LCA/CD45 revealed that

some regions contained LCA/CD45-positive leucocytes inter-

mixed with LCA/CD45-negative melanoma cells (Fig. 1A). These

were deemed not suitable for laser microdissection. However,

other areas contained pure populations of LCA/CD45-negative

melanoma cells in groups of tens to hundreds that were suitable for

microdissection (Fig. 1B–D). Similarly, when the tumor was

stained for S100 to detect melanoma cells [32], some tumor

regions were infiltrated with S100-negative leucocytes while others

contained only S100-positive melanoma cells (Fig. 2A and B).

Thus, two different immunochemistry analyses showed that the

MH3 tumor contained areas of virtually pure malignant melano-

ma cells that could be cleanly microdissected with ,1%

contaminating leucocytes. A more detailed analysis of S100

staining is presented in Figs. S3 and S4 in File S1.

Laser microdissection and STR analyses
Tumor sections were stained with LCA/CD45 prior to laser

dissection and tumor cells were dissected free of LCA/CD45-

positive leucocytes. Tumor cells were isolated from 9 regions

throughout the tumor (samples 1–9) and DNA was extracted and

amplified for alleles at 14 STR loci. All alleles found in the pre-

transplant donor and patient blood lymphocytes were also

detected in tumor cells. For each locus there was at least one

allele common to both the donor and patient, consistent with the

fraternal relationship. Eight loci exhibited donor- specific alleles

Figure 1. A section of the MH3 melanoma brain metastasis stained for LCA/CD45 (brown chromogen) and counterstained with
hematoxylin (blue). A. An area with brown LCA/CD45-positive leucocytes (arrow) intermixed with blue LCA/CD45-negative cancer cells. B-D.
Adjacent areas from the same section containing only blue LCA/CD45-negative cancer cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066731.g001

Figure 2. An adjacent section to that in Fig. 1 stained for the melanoma-specific antigen S100. A. An area of S100-positive tumor cells
admixed with infiltrating S100-negative leucocytes (arrows). B. An area containing only S100-positive tumor cells. More detailed pathology analyses
are presented in Figs S3 and S4 in File S1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066731.g002
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and six of these exhibited both donor and patient specific-alleles.

This indicated that the tumor cells were donor-patient hybrids

(Fig. 3, Table 1). Notably, the tumor allelic ratios differed between

loci, but for any given locus the allelic ratios were similar in all 9

regions of the tumor. This suggested a relatively stable genotype

and likely clonal origin of the metastasis. The remaining loci were

uninformative regarding fusion with only shared or patient specific

alleles and no donor alleles (Table 2; Fig. S5 in File S1).

Finally, we fit statistical models to compare the likelihood of

donor BMDC-tumor cell fusion versus donor leucocyte contam-

ination (Fig. 4), described in detail in Figs. S6, S7, S8, S9, Table S2

in File S2. The fusion model fit the data better, as shown by its

smaller deviances (Fig. 4A and B) and its higher log pseudo-

marginal likelihood (LPML), which exceeded the LPML for the

contamination model by a difference of 71.4 (Fig. 4C and D, red

line). A calibration procedure [33–34] to assess the significance of

this difference yielded probabilities P,0.005 for contamination

and P.0.3 for fusion (Figs. 4C and D), showing that the observed

LPML difference is very rare under the contamination model but

not rare under the fusion model. Thus these data strongly support

fusion over donor cell contamination as the explanation for the

observed allelic dosages.

Figure 3. Forensic STR analyses of the MH3 melanoma along with donor and patient pre-BMT lymphocytes. Shown are ‘‘informative’’
loci exhibiting donor and patient specific alleles in pre-BMT lymphocytes. Tumor loci are listed in order of relative abundance of the donor-specific
alleles (red asterisk) compared to patient-specific (blue asterisk) and shared alleles (black asterisk). Allele peaks ,50 relative fluorescence units were
censored as ‘‘no call’’ (open circles). Loci with no detectable alleles after PCR amplification (—).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066731.g003
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Discussion and Conclusion

STR analyses of the tumor DNA revealed that donor and

patient alleles were present together at multiple loci and that there

were widespread allelic imbalances and aneuploidy. One draw-

back was the inability to perform STR analyses on individual

tumor cells, but for this tumor the lower limit for DNA recovery

for STR analyses was about 500 cells, even using the DNA

extraction procedure for FFPE cells that improved DNA recovery.

Thus, we could not definitively rule out that the patterns might be

due to a chimeric mixture of patient tumor cells and donor

BMDCs. However this is unlikely for the following reasons: 1) For

a given locus the allelic ratios were similar throughout the tumor.

It is difficult to explain these repeating patterns as due to chimeric

mixtures as this would require that the different cell types existed

together in the same ratios throughout the tumor. Notably, while

most of the informative tumor loci had patient and shared alleles

in greater relative abundance to donor-specific alleles, tumor locus

D13S317 was reversed, with the patient-specific allele absent and

the donor-specific allele in prominence. Since the initial dose of

genomic DNA for each sample was determinative of PCR product

intensity and varied widely between samples, given the consistency

in allelic ratios from sample to sample the reversal of DNA dosage

at locus D13S317 cannot be explained by preferential PCR or

leukocyte contamination. 2) The tumor cells were dissected from

regions free of LCA-positive cells (Fig. 1). 3) It is unlikely that the

results were due to contaminating DNA from exogenous sources.

Any contaminating DNA would have had to come from the donor

or patient since all the alleles detected in the tumor cells could be

accounted for in pre-transplant lymphocytes from one or the other

of these individuals. One source of such contamination could be

the lymphocytes themselves as they contained vast amounts of

DNA compared to those in the tumor samples. However, this was

ruled out because the lymphocytes were retrieved from long-term

storage in liquid N2 only after the tumor analyses were completed.

Also, had there been a pervasive source of contaminating DNA in

the tumor, it should have been present at similar levels in the

necrotic areas and this was not the case, as discussed above. 4) Our

statistical analyses of the allelic patterns strongly favored BMDC-

melanoma cell fusion over leucocyte contamination models.

In stem cell biology both transdifferentiation and fusion appear

to be operative in the transformation of stem cells into

differentiated somatic cells [35–38]. However the origin of cancer

stem cells/tumor initiating cells is controversial. In two previous

reports of secondary malignances arising in patients post allogeneic

bone marrow transplant, donor genes were found in tumor cells,

strongly suggesting fusion [23–24]. But in neither case were

patient-specific genes also identified in the tumor cells and

alternative mechanisms to fusion could not be ruled out, such as

transdifferentiation of donor stem cells into cancer cells. However

in the tumor described herein, forensic STR analyses revealed that

both donor and patient alleles were present in the tumor cells

throughout and the tumor appeared to consist largely if not solely

of BMDC-tumor cell hybrids. Moreover, the repeating allelic

patterns for each locus throughout the tumor indicated a clonal

origin of the metastasis and suggested that the tumor was

generated from a prior fusion event between a donor BMDC

and a patient tumor cell. Thus, at least in this case, we conclude

that the tumor-initiating cell was a BMDC-tumor cell hybrid. The

Table 1. STR loci with donor (D), patient-specific (P) and shared (S) alleles.

Locus Chromosome Donor* Patient* Tumor* Tumor Genotype

D13S317 13 9,11 9,10 9,11 D/S

D19S433 19 12,13 13,14 12,13,14 D/P/S

CSF1PO 5 10,11 11,12 10,11,12 D/P/S

D16S539 16 9,11 9,13 9,11,13 D/P/S

FGA 4 20,22 20,21 20,21,22 D/P/S

D7S820 7 8,9 8,12 8,9,12 D/P/S

D8S1179 8 13,14 13,13 13,14 D/S

vWA 12 19,20 19,19 19,20 D/S

*STR units: number of tandem repeats of the locus-specific tetranucleotide sequence. The X and Y chromosomes were detected by the amelogenin assay [25].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066731.t001

Table 2. STR loci with only patient-specific (P) and shared alleles.

Locus Chromosome Donor* Patient* Tumor* Tumor Genotype

n.a. X,Y X,Y X,Y X,Y X,Y

D18S51 14 14,14 14,20 14,20 P/S

TH01 11 7.9.3 7.9.3 7.9.3 S/S

D21S11 2 28,29 28,29 28,29 S/S

D2S1338 2 20,26 20,26 20,26 S/S

TPOX 2 8,8 8,8 8,8 S/S

D5S818 5 12,13 12,13 12,13 S/S

*STR units: number of tandem repeats of the locus-specific tetranucleotide sequence. The X and Y chromosomes were detected by the amelogenin assay [25].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066731.t002
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extent to which this mechanism is operative in other tumors

remains to be determined.

In earlier studies, experimental tumor hybrids generated in vitro

between cancer cells, including melanoma, and normal epithelial cells

or fibroblasts were generally suppressed in tumorigenicity and the

expression of differentiated functions, leading to the discovery of

tumor suppressor genes [39–40]. But later, using macrophages as

fusion partners with melanoma cells, resultant hybrids expressed

genes and differentiated traits from both parents and metastasis was

markedly enhanced [7–11]. This indicated co-expression of epigen-

omes from both parental lineages. Co-expressed hybrid genomes

could account for the complexity of gene expression patterns in

cancer cells and also how malignant cells could have such a large

repertoire of myeloid-like capabilities such as angiogenesis, matrix

alterations, motility, chemotaxis and immune signaling pathways, as

well as undergo epidermal-mesodermal transition [1,41].

A model for metastasis resulting from fusion of bone marrow-

derived cells is diagramed schematically in Figure 5. While this has

largely been verified in animal tumor models and cell culture,

evidence for fusion in human cancer has heretofore been lacking.

Our findings show for the first time in a human cancer that

generation of a metastasis and acquisition of its aberrant genetic

patterns resulted from fusion and genomic hybridization between

a BMDC and a cancer cell. Depending on the frequency of such

events, the findings could have important implications for

understanding metastasis, including the origins of tumor initiating

cells and the cancer epigenome.

Supporting Information

File S1 Figures S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and Table S1.

(PDF)

File S2 Figures S6, S7, S8, S9 and Table S2.

(PDF)
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Figure 4. Model comparisons using Markov chain Monte Carlo analyses of allelic data. Panels A and B: Deviances under contamination
and fusion models; smaller deviances indicate better fit. Panels C and D: A calibration procedure shows the observed LPML difference (red lines) is
rare under the contamination model but typical under the fusion model. More detailed statistical analyses are presented in File S2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066731.g004

Figure 5. The BMDC-cancer cell fusion hypothesis. A motile
BMDC (red) such as a macrophage or stem cell is drawn to a cancer cell
(blue). The outer cell membranes of the two cells become attached.
Fusion occurs with the formation of a bi-nucleated heterokaryon having
a nucleus from each of the fusion partners. The heterokaryon goes
through genomic hybridization creating a melanoma-BMDC hybrid with
co-expressed epigenomes, conferring deregulated cell division and
metastatic competence to the hybrid.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066731.g005
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